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Teaching notes on 14.04 Relative clauses 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To recognise relative pronouns in masculine/feminine, singular/plural 
subject form 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘curasne 
apud te animalium?’ [‘Do you look after an animal at home?’]. There’s then the choice of 
various pets (which are all object nouns to fit into the reply of ‘…… curo’ [‘I look after a ….’]: 

• canem? [dog] 
• …felem? [cat] 
• …pisces? [fish] 
• …rattum? [rat] 
• …avem? [bird] 
• …cuniculum? [rabbit] 
• …serpentem? [snake] 
• …stellionem? [lizard] 

For hamsters, gerbils etc, you could always use the word ‘rodentem’ [‘rodent']. This word 
comes from the Latin, ‘rodere’, ‘to gnaw’ and also gives us the English word ‘erode’. 
Although a Roman may be mystified as to why you’d want to keep a rodent as a pet, 
especially when dormice (‘glis’, plural ‘glires’) are so delicious roasted and dipped in honey… 

The Latin preposition ‘apud’ doesn’t really have a single, direct translation into English. It 
literally means ‘at the house of’ (a bit like ‘chez’ in French or ‘bei’ in German). It can also be 
extended to mean ‘in the presence/view of’. 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge recapping some of the unit’s Latin vocabulary (no 
English translation, just picture cues). As usual, students match the English word to its Latin 
predecessor. As an extension, pupils can explain the connection between the root word and 
its English derivative, or even think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. 
Pupils can also identify to which word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3-8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary new to this unit and also previously 
unencountered. The oral verb rehearsals no longer feature, but a reminder of all the tense 
endings we’ve met so far will stay at the bottom of the screen. On mouse-click on each slide, 
a new word or words will appear in the New Words box. the new, glossed words are 
underlined and the question words that we met formally in the last lesson of the unit are 
explicitly displayed, too): 
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Slide 3: ignis maximus urbem magorum omnino consumpsit [The huge fire completely 
destroyed the city of the wizards.] 

Slide 4: nox me vexat quod dormire non amo [Night-time annoys me because I don’t like to 
sleep.] 

Slide 5: miles rogat, “quis in via clamat?” “nescio. nihil audivi,” respondit medicus. [The 
soldier asks, “Who is shouting in the street?” “I don’t know. I heard nothing,” replies the 
doctor.] 

Slide 6: regina quae docta erat tacebat [The queen, who was wise, was quiet.] 

Slide 7: infans qui fabulas amat multos libros legit [The child who loves stories reads lots of 
books.] 

Slide 8 

Ahead of learning about relative clauses and pronouns in Latin, we’ll recap how we spot 
them in English, even when the relative pronoun is missing. Three sentences containing 
relative clauses will appear, and mouse-click will highlight these clauses and their relative 
pronoun. 

Slide 9 

🤓 Using the lesson’s last two quick fire sentences, this slide illustrates how Latin also uses 
relative clauses and pronouns. The class will be prompted to identify the relative clauses 
and two relative pronouns being used here (‘quae’ and ‘qui’). After that, they’ll be asked to 
give their theories about why these two relative pronouns are different (it’s because ‘qui’ is 
masculine and ‘quae’ is feminine). 

Slide 10 

The answer is confirmed on this slide. Just like adjectives, a relative pronoun has to match 
(or agree with) the noun it’s referring to in gender. Fortunately, when the pronoun is the 
subject, it’s the same in the singular form as it is in the plural. 

📝 The class is then cued onto this lesson’s written exercise where students have to (1) 
identify relative clauses and pronouns in English sentences, and (2) identify relative clauses 
and pronouns in Latin sentences, and then translate them. 

Slide 11 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English word can you think of that come from the Latin ‘maximus’ 
meaning ‘huge/very big? [maximise, maximum, maxi dress, max out, maxim] 
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Question 2 Name some English relative pronouns. [who, which, that] Can you also 
remember any Latin ones? [qui and quae] 

Question 3 quid Latine est 🔥 ? [ignis] 


